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ABSTRACT
This paper, theoretica11y and practically, states a
set of applied formulae of much higher accuracy for
caI ibrating a11 of the applied geometric parameters
of aerial photogrammetric cameras, wi th only the
angles 01. 01' ß measured wi th goniometer. According
to the parameters calibrated by the formulae, the
radial and trutgentlal distortions of points in a
photograph can be accurately corrected, and the
position of image principal point can be exactly
determined abiding by the definition in photogrammetry. The accuracy of photogrammetry can be enhanced
if the formulae are applied to production.
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1. I NTRODUCTI ON

With the development of photogrammetric science, the
accuracy requirements for callbrating inner orientation and distorion of aerial photogrammetric cuera.
especially inthe latter case,havebeen lIueh inereued.

Fig 2. An optieal designed photograph

Now, in the field of calibration of aerial photogrumetric camera, it is euy to observe the well-known
angles ~ or ß , but it remains to be researehed, how
to only use them to determine all geolletrie applied
paremeters of aerial photogramlletrie eueru and how
to introduce them into production. Kere is given a
set of calibration formulae for discussion.

2. DERIVATION OF FORMULAE FOR CALIBRATION
For convenience, it is first supposed that there is
an ideal aerial photogrammetric camera wi thout any
distortion axtd any mistake of installation. A photograph V() taken wi th the eamera i8 shown in f ig 1.

The image prineipal point defined in photogrammetric
literature is represented with P, coordinate axes
are represented by X and Y with the origin point at
P; arbitrary image point in the photograph could be
represented with I whieh coordinates are (X,Y). We
would name the photograph an ideal photograph.
In an optieal design, however,the distortion,optical
distortion , exist indeed. I f the optical and mechani cal parts and installation of them are made without
mistakes,distortions are symmetrical with respect to
point P and axes X and Y, as shown in Fig 2. In that
ease, the distortion-free image point I will be
8hifted from I to ioproducing imege displacement 1i o ,
L e. the length of Ho is the distortion of image
point I and i8 defined as positive in Fig2. When the
coordinates of ioare designated with (so ,t o ) in the
coordinate system (P-X, Y), according to the opinim of
01' H Ziemrutn rutd other scholars[Ref.5], we can write
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Fig 1. An ideal photograph
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Fig 4. A show of the model of
thin prism
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Fig 3. A show of the real
image plane
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In the process of installation, the image plane, the
plane of registering frame,isnot set down into ideal
position. We suppose that the real image plane V is
positioned in angle €, wi th respect to ideal image
plane Vo , so that the profile of planes V and V o in
principal tilt direction is shown in Figure 3. We
suppose that an arbitrary ray S'i o through the rear
nodal point S' intersects the planes V and Vo at
points i v and i o respectively;T is the perpendicular
foot from point S' to plane V, and f represents B'T;
P is the perpendicular foot from point S' to plane Vo
and F represents S'P. We take point T for origin of
coordinates in plane V, and (s,t) for coordinates
of Iv' When the planes V and Vo coincide each with
other by rotating them around their intersecting
axis, base on the Wang Yuwei Formula [Ref. 1], we can
write

(2 )

Fig 5. Geometrical state of
supposed plane V'

We make up a perpendicular plane V' aerOBS the ray
S'T' at point T', and S'T' is represented with F';
we take the plane V' as a photograph with principal
distance F'. On the plane V', we define T'as origin,
and take lines which are corresponding to coordinate
axes on planes V as coordinate axes,i.e. the axes on
planes V' arld V are through the same image points
correspondingly. We ean write an equation of relationship between arbitrary image point iv(s,t) on
plane V and Hs Gorresponding image point I' (x' ,y')
on plane V' as

in which

;, =

F-

(3)

(+(s+ .f:s;"e'X)s~ex + (i + f'S~e'l)si.t&y

f - (5'" fs~ ~,,)SUtex - (t + f)~ f,J)5~-e,
a.nd t. y represent the til t angles of coordinates
axes in the plane V with reference to the plane Vo ,
and F and f represent the principal distances to the
planes Vo a.nd V respectively.
~x

In the process of optical installation, inevitably,
various errors would appear. In order to describe
the effect of the errors in the geometrie state, F E
Washer suggested a model of thin priem [Ref.4],
I would name it Washer PrisID. First, we suppose
that Washer Priem is set at the rear nodal point S'.
Based on the model, we can consider that the errors
cause 80 cone of rays with central ray 8'P to be
deviated at an angle 'tt , and relatively, the ray S'T
to be deviated at an angle "I , 80S shown in Fig 4. In
Fig 4, 8'P' represents the deviated position of the
prime principal ray 8'P, ~ represents its deviated
angle correspondingly, 8'T' represents the deviated
position of ray S'T which deviates simultaneously
with the ray S'P, 1 represents its deviated angle.
The so-called simultaneous deviation of ray 8 ' T with
ray S'P mear~ that all of the rays in the cone with
ray S'P as a centre are rotating around a line
which 1s passing through point S' and perpendicular
to plane S'PP'.

Along the plane S'T'T, we cut out a profile as Fig5.
When the co ne with the central ray S'T deviates at
an angle "I causing the ray S'T to rotate from S'T
to S'T', at the same time the ray S'i v in tbe prime
cone with central ray S'T deviates from S'i v to 8'i';
three points S',l' and I' are collinear.
If we suppose plane V' as a vertical photograph with
principal distarLCe F' and plane V as an obligue photograph with principal distance f, based on tbe Wang
Yuwei Formula again, we can write

(4)

where
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i x and 'Y-yrepresent the tilt angles of the coordinate
axes on real image plarte V wi th reference to the
supposed image plane V'.
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When we malte the planes V and Vc inFig3 coincide ea.ch
with other by rotating them around their intersecting
axis, a coincided photDgraph canbe formed as Fig 7.
In the photograph, we only mark the point I in Fig.1
and thepoint i in Fig6. Voin Figs 1 and 2 represents
ideal photograph, and V in Figure 6 represents real
photograph or image plane with (o-x,y) as fiducial
coordinate system. Primarily, the point I is in the
plane VD , and the point i is in the plane V. If the
fiducial coordinaes of point T is expressed with
(XT'YT)' then the relationship between (x,y) in
(o-x,y) and (x.,y) in (T-x,y) for thesame image point
i must be written as

S'

WCl.sherPrisTIf

V

(7 )

T

Fig 6. Effection of Washer Prism
In the above text, we have supposed Washer Prism as
positioned at the rear nodal position. When Washer
Prism is at some position in space as shown in Fig 6,
the distance from rear nodal point S'to Was her Prism
can be represented with d which direction shewn in
Fig 6 is positive. Vlhen d equals zero, the ray S'i",
must be refracted from S'i v to S'i'; when d does
not equal zero,the ray S'i", must be not refracted at
segment S'R and must be refracted from Ri y to Rio Ray
Ri intersects plane V at i, a real image poiint, and
(x, y) are its coordinates with origin at point T.
Obviously, both S'i' and Ri are become from the same
ray S'i v refracted by a same thin prismt Ri run
para.l1el to S'i', so we can write

Ti'= Ti

+

Thus,according to the a11 of above equations, replacing one by one, we can obtain the coordinates (X,Y)
of the ideal image point I, which are free of distortion, by use of fiducial coordinates (x,y) of the
real image pqint i. The mathematical form can be
written as

X]
[Y

17 =[Llx]=[(X-Xp)-X]
Ll y

(5 )

we can write

Ti'=Ti-e T1'v
1- P
or
I
[x]'j -"""j::f
P [5]
t
[t'S'] = J:7

(6)

in coordinate form. When we replace (x',y') in Eq.3
by (x',y') in Eq.4, and (s,t) in Eq.6 by (s,t) in
Eq.3, the mathematical relationship betwcen (s',t')
and (x,y) can be completely obtained. In consideration of performing iteration calculations on computer, the Eq.6 is very convenient. Therefore, other
forms of mathematical relationship wouldbe no longer
deduced.

parameters

y
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T

0

(n+13) in number as

3. THE GEOMETRI CAL STATE OF CAMERA
With parameters f x , ~>" 1x and 1"
and its principal oblique Une
written as [Ref .1]

J
'Kf, = MctlAfI S!n ;x
.s
y

€. = Are sin J Sin 2 €,l(

'1

v

-I'

-f.

sin:t.ey

the oblique angle
direction can be

I

+ (1- SJld y ):;'

= ~rcsjn /JSin2i)(+ Sil/ 2 iy J

'Kl=c>.rcf{).n

I

P
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These parameters can be determined with only the
measurements of a11 angles 01. or ß, but the F, F' and
f can be properly chosen [Ref.3], 01' supposed to be
equal to any calibrated principal distance. For the
convenience of representation of camera's geometrical
state, the F and F' would be defined by Eq.11, the f
by Eq.15, the (XT'YT) by Eq.16, and the (xp,yp) by
Eq.13 later.

In ..

V.,

(9 )

Distortion coefficien-ts CO,C"C~",,' C n ;
Obligue angles of image plane ~x, ~y;
Deviating angle of optical axes j~, 1y;
Washer coefficient f' ;
Used principal distances F, F', f;
coordinates of perpendicular point x T' YT; or
coordinates of principal point x p ' yp'

with

cl

(8)

(y-yp)-y

All of above
listed below:

: (T,j '_ T i v )

f =f

e:" Y"" Y y, P) ]
Fy(X,'jj!,XnYnOo,CHC2 ''',c",e""ey,Y""Yy,P)

and, the distortion of image point i is

1'.['

= T l' +

= [F'" (x, y; J, Xn Yn CO, CH ('2. " ' , On, e""

(10)

s~'n!1C +(I-s3n1y)y

,s,n I y

Obviously, ~ and "I are defined as positive. They
represent respectively the oblique angles that the
image plane V deviates from its ideal position
plane V and its supposed plane V'; on the plane V,
respectively, both principal oblique line directions
are defined as those of PT and P'P or T'T,which tilt
towards the nodal points and intersect with the axis
y making angles ~€. and 1C1, or ){'/" clockwise direction
as positive.

X
X

X

Fig 7. A show of coincident photograph
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Fig 9. Relationship among the angles t , f. and 1
Fig 8. A show for planes V' and
Vocoincided with plane V
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As shown in Fig 4, points Pv , P' and T~ represent
the points where the straight lines S'P, S'P' and
S'T'intersect with plane V respectively. We take the
plane V' to coincide with plane V by rotating them
around their intersecting line, and do same to the
plane Vowith plane V, then the coincided image plane
of the three planes V', Voand V can be made as shown
in Fig 8. Given

~-L--.l-__ X I
J....-----!-,l..-----l...-.;o.

F= f sec S)
F'

=f

Fig 10. A coincident photograph

sec"}

and the length of three segments among them

PT,: f;{-t.1r1 f.
pp':::::. F ;f/U'l t,
TT':::::.

According to the relationship between an oblique
angle and Hs coordinate oblique angles [ltef .1], we
can write
~ = arcsin
(..os

S;nY
Cf: Sin ('!Cf -!Gi)

±

'K 1 + ~rc Sin (Sin f. Sin ~ si" (Xe, - }(,1))
"'x = tlrc S;n (sin 'Z Sin X'(,,)
MCSin (Si" 1,

Cos

(14)

f:tA" 'i

In Figure 9, the point P represents the first across
point where the primary principal optical ray intersect with ideal image plane, 1. e. the perpendicular
foot from rear nodal point to that plane. When the
image plane, the plane of registerlng frame, rotates
at an angle e. around point P along the direction PT
towards real' nodal point, the perpendicular foot
shifts from the point P to the point T. When the
prlmary principal ray gets a deviation caused by
errors of installatioIl,the ray passing through point
P deviates from S'P to S'P', i.e. the point P where
the primary prineipal ray intersects with the image
plane shifts from P to P'; ~1.t the same time, the ray
S'T deviates from S'T to S'T'.

L(PP,T'r) = tarcsin(Sine 5;l7j Si~('j(,f..-1(,'i))

'Ly =

I

(1)

point P must be coincided with point Pv ' and point
T'with point T'v ; and then, the geometrical state of
angles ~ and 1 or 't in the space are not changeable
when the three planes rotate for coinciding. According to the process generating' angles 't and j , we
know that the locus of point P' is a straigt line
and, the locus of point T' is a quadratic line. With
the consideration of that the angles't and 1 are very
small,the angle between P'P and T'T can be deemed as

!Ci,::::

X

(12)

For the Gonvenience of comprehension and application,
summari y;ing a11 above Figures and keeping their
explieit important elements, we ean make a general
show for results of camera calibration as Fig 10.

1C't)

The geometrical relationship among the angles X'L'
'}{,f. and ')(,i , as shown in Fig 9, the bottom view of
Fig8,are those among the principal oblique direction
of angles ~ , ~ and ~ . Then, the fiducial coordinates of points P , T' and P' ean be written as

Note again,the Fig 10 canbe considered as a fivefold
geometri.c state, describing negative, positive, transparent positive, image plane and calibration plane.
If we take it as image plane or calibration plane, it
must be with the rear nodal point S' down or scale
lines down; if we take it as positive, transparent
positive and negative, the latter must be with emulsions down, and others with emulsions up. No matter
whieh geometrical etate does Fig10 express,the coordinate relationships of mathematics in it are not
ehangeable and, PT is always the directi.on of its
oblique a.ngle f. whieh rotates around point P towards
the nodal points S' and S, as weIl 80S pp' i8 always a
locus of interseeted point where the primary principal ray deviated at an angle 't fram ideal position
to real position intersects with it.

03 )
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For an arbitrary image point (x1 ,0) at axis x of
calibration plate, we cau obtain the corresponding
(X, Y)i' with Eq. 8, L e.

4. ERROR EQUATIONS FüR DETERMINATION OF
CAMERA PARAMETERS
In Eq.8, the first three from parameters of f,x,..,Yy
.... and f should be calculated first,then the others.
According to the angles cl or ß measured on the goniometer, ß represents minus ~ ,as shown in Fig 11. The
parameters (x r 'Y T and f) can be directly determine
[Ref.2J by
n x

ny

;=1

;=1

where the X i8 just the same geometrical value as X{
in Eq.17, so one of error equations can be made as
-t1 i =F,,(x H 0; J, xTJ "',

.2:.; (sin 2a ;)21" + 2:( sin 2a ;)2/y

1=

(15)

for arbitraryimage point(o'Yj) at axis y of calibration plate, in the same way, we can write

n y

'fl.;c

2.::;( sin 2a ;)2+ 2:( sin 2a i)2

[J=[

i =1

1

; =

tt

sin i a i • 0 T

i

I

n y

jt;

sin 4 a i

P)-Ftan(ai-8~+s~)

[YX] j =[Fz(O'Yj;I,Xn""P)]
Fy(O'Yj;l,xu''',P)

J

aud

(16)

n y

2:
sin 4a i ' OT il"L. sin 4a;
; =1
; ; 1

- t1 j

=F

y

(0, Y j; I, X T,

P) -, F t an (a i - e~ + S~)

•• "

With their weights

the correction equations
Vi =F ,,(x i , 0; J, X n

Vj
S'

''', P)

cau be written as

-Ftan(a _-e'" +eD

= F y (0, Y j; I, X n "', p) -Ftan(a j -(fy +S~)
(i = 1,2,3, "., 2n,,):.

(20)

(j= 1, 2, 3, "', 2n y)

S

Based on the theory of adjustment, Eq.20 cau be
treated and the values of parameters Co,C/,C~ ...
aud p can be accuratIy worked out.
According to the a11 solved parameters, the distortion-free coordinates (X,Y) of arbitrary image cau
be obtained w1th Eq.B, and their rms errors would be
estimated by

A"( A)

\-Fig 11. Angles

~

or

ß measured

(21)

on goniometer

In Fig 11, pUS is a incident ray of S' P. Now we make
a perpendicular plane Bltp"A It at the point P"; given
ptlS=F, then P"A" could be deemed as X or Y in Eq.l,
and pUB" as negative direction of pnA". The incident
rays OnS and TUS of S'O and S'T intersect with plane
B"pHA tt at 0" and Ttt respectively. Obviously, every
angle rX or (3 corresponds to i ts X and Y, whicb can
be directly calculated with angles e~ ,
and
by

e;, e;

Xi

9;

= F t an (a i - 8'" + s',,)

Y i =Ftan(a;

-8'y +S~)

(17)

Ci=1,2,3, .. ·,2 n ,,)
(j= 1, 2, 3, "', 2 n y )

where 2n~ and 2n y represent the numbers of measured
angles at axes x and y respectively,i.e. double band
numbers of measured angles; and

[

S:XJ =
Sy

[are t an (X TI F)]

(18)

aretan(YdF)

= [are
[8:J
8y

FJJ

t an[ (X T - X o) I
aretan[(YT-Yo)IF]

(19)

Because the principal distance f can be properly
chosen and the theori tical value of parameter CI) is
zero, the number of real parameters to be calulated
would be (n+Z+5) and, corresponding to unit weight,
the mean error ~ would be eetimated by
2n~

2ny

(22)
cos 4 a i + ,2Jv, cos 4 a i
J,A=::t 2:v~
i-I
i~1
2 n ,,+2n y - (n+5+2)
By the way,when the f doee not equal zero (see Fig6),
the rays of central projection refracted by Was her
Priem are no longer of central projection; but when
the p equals zero, the rays are still of central
projection. That ie, when the f equa18 zero, all refracted rays must rotate around the rear nodal point
S') so the geometrical relationships among the rays
are unchangeable, and the deviation angle ~ of the
cone. of rays with reference to the image plane canbe
reversely deemed as a deviation angle of the image
plane w1th reference to the cone of rays,as shown in
Fig4. Thus,the position of the perpendicular S'T Cart
be deemed as formed by twice rotation of the image
plane from stp' indirectly to S'T w1th going through
S'Pt or by single rotation of the image plane from
S'P' directly to S'T without goin.g through S'P. In
the latter case, S'P Crul be deemed as 8'P', and we
ean obtain a conc1usion of that angles t and "I are
equal to zero. That is, the p i9 zero, the "I is zero;
we must pay attention to that case during the process
of calculation.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

5. THE CALCULATION OF CAMERA PARAMETERS

Für the set of error equations in Eg.20,the extraordinary nonlinear furlctions,it is a difficult problem
to solve it during adjustment. But, based on the
principles in aerial photogrammetric literature, and
by making a concrete analysis of concrete conditions
carefully, the problem has been solved. Because of
limited space, the calculated steps of thesolving
method of the problem would be only expressed in
principle here, and the steps of computer program:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)
8)
9)

The formulae discussed in this paper
characteristics:

have following

a) The obtained principal point P(x ,y land principal
distance F in keeping with what have been defined
in photogrammetric literature.
b) The corrected coordinates (I,Y) of arbitrary
image point are truly needed photogrammetric coordinates with the origin at image principal point
defined by photogrammetric literature and, free
of radial and tangential distortions; obviouly,
the photogrammetric accuracy would be benefitted
by application of the coordinates.

Input the primary measurements;
determine the initial values of parameters;
perform the adjustmant;
find out the iterated values of parameters in
(i)th iteration;
find out Ci,y), (s',t'), (x',y') and (s,t);
find out (so ,tc), (I,Y), I i and Y(;
find out all of V. and Vj' and to analyse their
situation;
compare the results of iteration in (i)th and
0+1 )th;
print the final results.

c) The obtained parameters reflect respectively the
quality of photogrammetric camera with respect to
optical design,optical installation and mechanical
installation. The parameters, therefore, can be
taken as the important indexes of the geometrie
quall ty of an aerophotogrammetric camera. For the
quantitative analyses of the stability of geometrie quality,it i9 beneficial to repeatedly calibrate parameters on one camera for a long time.

6. EXAMPLE
According to the above formulae, with use of the
calibration plate made in China a.nd calibrated by
Metrological Research Institute of China, the actual
calibrated measurements and calculation have been
performed for the Wild camera RC-I0 in Iian, China.
All measurements are obtained at diagonale and the
calculated results are as foliows:
No.of camera /Format: Wild RC-I0 No. 2149/23x23cm
Goniometer: Made by Reseach Institute No.303,in
Beij ing, China.
Rms error of obseved angles: mo( = mß = m =tO. tt8
Num. of bands: n~ = n)' = 15 o(Bandwidth lOcm)
Calibrated principal distance: F = 87.99684 mm
Coordinates of image principal point P:

Thanks to Ms. Gu Iiaoling for writing program and
performing calculation; without her work to help, it
was impossible to complete this paper.
(Note: In this paper the explanation of concrete
method for solving nonlinear error equations Eq.20
is not detailed, it would be carefully stated in my
next paper)

yp=+0.01732 mm
Distortion coefficients:
f =87.99684 mm
x r =-0.01272 mm
Co=-O.O
C, =-0.261689 . 10·'
C2 =-0.309024 . 10- 6
C; =+0.928586 . 10- 8

By the way, in v iew of that the influence of distortion on coordinates of image point have been exactly
solved by means of calbration in this paper, distorHon would be no longer a troublesome problem.
Therefore, we suggest that aerial photogrammetric
camera..g, especially to the cameras for use at high
al ti tude and stellar cameras, would be from now on
designed with less or even without requirements for
distortional tolerance; and llsing thllS saved ttdesign
powertt designer would consider some other quality of
items, such as resolution, clarity and illuminance,
especially, the latter would be possessed of very
more important significance.

Yr=+0.01539 mm
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